Hen Party Cocktail Master Class for a group of 10 or more

The masterclass will teach guests the history behind cocktails, whilst they learn the tricks of the trade and discover Bohemia’s secrets on how to create their own blends.

On arrival guests will be greeted by their personal mixologist and commence the evening by making their own punch bowl. To add a fun element to the class, there will be plenty of opportunity to sample the creative concoctions.

After enjoying a glass - or two - of punch, guests will then take centre stage as it’s time to make their own cocktails. Guests will have an opportunity to mix and muddle their favourite tipples and create two cocktails each – one shaken and one stirred.

Guests can relax in the comfort of the bar, roof terrace or one of our private event rooms to sample their cocktails, while canapés from Bohemia will also be served.

The cocktail masterclass is approximately 2 hours and priced from £40pp based on a groups of 10 to 40 guests.